SOLUTION OVERVIEW

Datos IO Overview
Datos IO is the application-centric data management company for the multi-cloud world. Datos
IO delivers a radically novel approach to data management helping organizations embrace the
cloud with confidence by delivering solutions that protect, mobilize, and monetize their data —
at scale.
To learn more, visit www.datos.io

Key Benefits
•

Ensure all of your business critical
application data is protected at the
right RPO and RTO and harness the

About Datos IO
Datos IO delivers a radically novel approach to data management
helping organizations embrace the cloud with confidence by delivering
solutions that protect, mobilize, and monetize their data — at scale.

power of the cloud.
•

Simplify test and development
processes for migrations, upgrades,
and patch management.

•

Save up to 70% on backup storage
costs.

•

Protect against outages from human
error, data loss, and logical corruption.

•

Efficiently migrate data to, from, and
across your multi-cloud infrastructure.

How We’re Unique
•

and rich data services
Cloud Scale - We are elastic, scaleout software built for multi-cloud
•

RecoverX Overview

Application-Centric - We provide
complete cloud protection, mobility,

•

Unlike traditional data protection solutions that protect applications
either at a VM-level or at a storage LUN-level, Datos IO has reinvented
data protection by eliminating any dependencies on VM or LUN
constructs — thus, enabling a true application-centric data management
approach. This revolutionary application-centric approach provides
customers with dramatic backup storage efficiency, provides data
management services at a granular level (e.g. rows/tables vs. entire
VM or entire database), and enables customers to intelligently move
their applications back and forth between public clouds or across
cloud environments. Backed by Lightspeed Venture Partners and True
Ventures, Datos IO is headquartered in San Jose, California. To learn
more, please visit http://datos.io/ and follow us on Twitter at @datos_io.

Semantic Deduplication - We deliver
up to 70% reduction in secondary
storage costs.
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DatosIO RecoverX is elastic data management software that provides
application consistent backups, orchestrated and automated any pointin-time recovery, and industry-first semantic global deduplication. With
RecoverX enterprises of any size can protect their data at any granularity
and at any point in time (flexible RPOs), reduce downtime with recovery in
minutes (low RTOs) not hours, save up to 70% on backup storage costs,
and efficiently mobilize their data to, from, and across clouds empowering
customers to harness the cloud for both traditional and next generation
application data protection and management.
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